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Columbia University Vagelos College of Physician & Surgeons and NewYork-Presbyterian/Columbia Division is 
conducting a search for the leadership position as Chief, Division of Critical Care and Hospital Medicine. With overall 
responsibility for operations, finances, and strategy in Critical Care and Hospital Medicine, the Chief will lead and grow the 
clinical, research, and educational programs across the Medical Center and College. The Chief will also oversee the 
continued development of centers of excellence and outstanding clinical programs and will support transformative 
research.  
 
This important position requires a dynamic physician leader with either deep research and/or operational experience 
coupled with a record of success spanning collaborative clinical leadership, administrative management, program 
development, individual scholarship, educational excellence, successful faculty recruitment, and community engagement. 
 
The mission of the Division is to provide exemplary evidence-based, multidisciplinary critical care to the most medically  
vulnerable children in the greater New York City area and beyond. The division is distinctive for cutting-edge extramurally 
supported research and a commitment to providing the most comprehensive training available to the next generation of 
leaders in pediatric critical care medicine. The division was recently expanded from critical care medicine alone to now 
include sections of critical care medicine, hospital medicine, palliative care medicine, and the center for host-pathogen 
interactions. There are over 30 full-time faculty members and include dedicated clinicians, dedicated basic scientists, and 
a large group of physician-scientists who span the spectrum of pediatric care and research. These groups work together 
to take care of the sickest and most vulnerable patients seen in the hospital as well as cutting-edge basic science and 
translational research. 
 
Ideal experience includes successful administrative and leadership experience at an academic institution; a record of 
outstanding personal academic accomplishments and credentials within Pediatric Critical Care or Hospital Medicine as 
well as the experience and national reputation necessary to ensure the enhancement of the research, clinical, and 
educational missions of the Division.  Experience with recruitment and development of physicians and a reputation for 
mentorship is required. Ability to identify and recruit a diverse staff at all levels.  MD degree and board certification in 
Pediatric Critical Care or Hospital Medicine. Licensed or eligible for medical licensure in New York. 
 
Spencer Stuart is assisting with the search process.  For additional information, to provide nominations and/or express 

interest, please contact Raquel Lentnek via e-mail: RLentnek@spencerstuart.com  
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